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DOCUMENTED PLAY

SERf-IN '85AfterAction Report
The 'Dlary'as a Game

by Nick Karp
Behind the Scenes File #3257: As Berlin '85
was drawing to a close in production-land,
the developer and the R&D manager accosted the Art Director (your Editorl and lobbied strenuously to have th e very complex
map done in a certain style. The Art Director
told them not to worry about it, that it was
his .concern . Still they persisted, (in fact virtually insisted) saying that the map was so
complex that unless it were done in the style
they wanted the game would suffer harm
and that players would become confused.
Well , didyou?
-Redmond

SPI's Berlin '85 is a detailed simulation
of a hypothetical assault on the enclave of
West Berlin by Soviet and East German
forces within the context of a conventional
war between NATO and the Warsaw Pact..
Berlin '85 was originally published in S&T
79, together with an article on the game's
subject and a short module titled "Berlin
Diary." The latter described one possible
outcome for the situation being simulated in
the game .
This After Action Report assumes that
the events described in "Berlin Diary" actually oc(;urred and portrays those events using the COunters and map from the game to
assist readers in visualizing. the course of battJe. For convenience, the battle has been
broken dOI'. . n hllo blocks of time equal to
Berlin '85 Game-Turns (8 hours per Turn).
W'h ere appropriate, hex numbers of landmarks and unit positions have been included
for ease of reference. Readers are encouraged
to set up the game and follow the narrative
by moving their own counters across the map
to recreate the flow of events. The in(;idents
described in "Berlin Diary" and simulated
herein were culled from typical play tests of
Berlin '85 taking place in the offices of SPI.

Game-Turn 1:

4 August, 0400-1200 hours
The units of the 20th Guards Army left
their barracks carlyon the morning of 4
August and, a few hours before dawn, were
converging on West Berlin . from the north
(6th Guards), south (14th Guards and 34th
Guards artillery), and west (19th mechanized
division). Southwest of the city, the 1st East
German mech (alerted at the last possible
hour for security reasons) also began mo vi ng
towards the city. In reserve were the 103rd
Guards parachute division and several thousand East Berlin police (not even alened until
moments before the assault) .

The 6th Guards mounted a three-pronged
attack inw the French zone, sending one
regiment along the Berliner Ring to attack
from the east, a second across the Havel and
int.o the Berliner Forst Spandau to flank the
French from the west, and a third south in a
drive on Foch barracks (1531) and theTegel
Flughafen (1626, 1727, 1826, 1927, 2026).
The western prong crashed through the
border perimeter at Fronhau and Hermsdorf and moved deep into the British Zone
west of the Havel while the central prong
drove the disorganized French out of the
Foch Barracks. The eastern prong was much
slower making a penetration.
West of the city, the 19th had been
assigned Gatow Flugplatz as its primary objective (3118,3119,3218,3219), and two entire regiments were deployed to take both the
airfield and the Montgomery Barracks to the
sou th (3217) . One regimen t, deployed to the
north of the airfield, was repulsed by the
Roya l Anglians, RSDG, and a company of
police from nearby Gross Glienicke. Eventually, the 19th captured the northemmost
part of the Gatow runways (3219) b y driving
back the police company . Meanwhile, the
Royal Anglians were attacked from north
and west simultaneously and pinned d own by
two battalions of the 19th. North of the
Gatow area, near Staaken checkpoint, one
regimen t of the 19th was in position to protect the flank of the forccatlacking Gatow
airfield.

troops prevented them from reaching their
primary objective, Tempelhof Flughafen
(1014,1015,1115, \116, 1215). A key factor
in halting the 14th Guards' march was the
positioning of the U.S. 3/6 in a strong blocking positio n (1310) along the main northsouth road into the Templehof area.
Behind the 14th Guards, the 34th
Guards artillery entered the city and moved
up close to the FEBA so .as to bring as much
of the city as possible under their guns.
The defenders' response was feeble.
Mueh of the outlying area of the enclave had
been los t, although the densely popula ted city center remained in western hands . The surprise of the initial assault resulted in great
gains for the Warsaw Pact in almost all parts
of Berlin. Only in the westernmost parts of
the British Zone had the Warsaw Pact forces
been brought .to heel without the loss of
much ground. Here, the RSDG and Royal
Anglian.s managed to keep most of the airfield of Gatow in NATO hands. They were
reinforced by the Welsh guards, who were attempting to hold open communications between the British in Gatow and their countrymen in Spandau. The Green Howards and
the parachute regiment battalion were held in
reserve behind a screen of half a dozen
police companies in Slaaken and Spandau.
The I st and 2nd ballalions of the 40th Royal
Artillery took up residence in the vicinity of
the Olympic Stadium (2222) with a fire control center in the citadel (2425).

Further south, in the Wannsee area, the
1st East German Division crossed the
Briegnitzen and overran· the bulk of the
island community . Only a solitary police
company (3113) remained on the island. An
initial attempt at rooting out this company
ended in heavy casualties for the East Germans. On the mainland , t\\'o companies of
police guarding the Kohlhasenbruck border
crossing were assaulted by fo ur battalions of
East Germans supported by rocket fi re and
air strikes. The police were simply brushed
aside, and the border positiOns (3210 and
3311) were taken with insignifi~ alll losses.
However, attempts by the Easl Germans to
cross thc Tell.Owkanal ....'ere temporarily
halted when demolition teams successfully
knocked ou t most of the bridges in the area
(3210/3211, 3211 / 33 11, 3311/3312).
The 14th Guards found ttle sout hern
perimeter lightly guarded and easily broke into the city, tak ing most of Rud ow, Buckow,
and Marienfelde \vithout OPpOSitIon.
However, heavy going in the urban ized portions oUhe city and rapid deployment of U.S.

The Americans were more sluggish than
the British, but were still able to set up a line
wi th the .aid of several police com panies. The
2/6 was the anch or at the western edge of the
line (3012) , while the rest of the line; running
along the border until Marienfel.cle, was held
by U.S. military police (2812) and police called
in from Dahlem, ikolasse, and Zetllendorf.
The rest of the American force deployed in a
rough line about four kilometers south of the
Teltow kanal, just north of the advancing
Soviets. The 3/6 and 4/6 blocked thc lwO
main routes up through the Mariendorf,
Damm Lichtenrader and Allee Grobbeeren
(1310, 1510), while the Spccial Forces
Detachment Berlin (SFDB) moved east from
their barracks to guard the southern approaches to Tempelhof Airfield (0912).
Company F, 40th Armored set up a line west
of the 6th (in 1710), deploying to protect the
American barracks north of the TeJto\v .
Three police companies also helped to fill the
American line. Behind the Tcitow, U.S.
Headquarters hastily positioncd the Labor
Guards Service and SuppOrt Battle Groups
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(2616 and 1415) to fill any breaks that might
be formed under the anticipated heavy
assault.
In the northern sections of the city, the
II th Armored and the 46th mech set up a line
(1228, 1330) to guard their righ t flank against
the regiments of the 6th Guards nearing the
border through East Berlin . However,
French forces did not begin to move until
more than an hour after dawn. As a result,
they were still preparing their defenses on
their northern flank as the first units of the
Situation : 4August. 1200 hours

6th Guards moved into Foeh. The french
rear area was guarded by only police units
from Tegel and Wedding, and the 6th Guards
seemed likely to penetrate quickly through
the defenses and capture Tegel Airfield and
the industrial areas near the Hohenzollernkana!.

Game-Turn Two:
4 August, 1200-2000
By midafternoon, Foch Barracks had
fallen, under heavy attack from three bat-

talions of the 6th Guards. Poorly prepared
for defense amid the relatively open suburbs
surrounding the barracks, the French were
quickly driven south in what amounted to a
rout. The French did not suffer as badly as
they might have, however, since other parts
of their line remained firm. Two of the battalions from East Berlin attacked the 46th
Mech, advancing quickly in hope of catching
the French by surprise; however, the 46th
held its ground and heavily bruised the attacking battalions, forcing them to retreat to
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the north. Further west, in a little wedge of
buildings northeast of the Teleger See (1730),
an attack by the 6th Guards was repulsed by a
large police formation.
In the west, the British in Spandau were
under heavy allack by the 19th and a regirnent ofthe 6th Guards. No NATO forces remained in the triangle north of the Teleger
See and east of the Havel, so the Soviet
forces advanced against the British without
danger to their flanks. A battalion of the 6th
Guards engaged the 1st battalion of the
British Paratroop Regiment (2529), and, as
the other twO ballalions from the 6th pushed
through the Berliner Forst Spandau, the
paratroops were pushed back into Spandau
proper (2528) under heavy air bombardment.
Two battalions from the 19th pushed against
the police company that was holding in
Staaken (2926), and ""ith support from the
34th Guards' long-range artillery, th e police
were destroyed.
.
In the British Zone, the struggle for
Gatow Airfield continued. \Vith an entire
regiment allacking the airfield - and the
build ings around it coming to pieces under
Soviet artillery barrages - the police company guarding the western edge of Gatow
(3119) was forced to disperse. The Royal
Anglians still managed to hold out, but with
their northern flank gone, [he Anglians took
heavier losses as the evening wore on.
Gatow. Wannsee, Nikolasse: Game-Turn2

All thr ough the afternoon, there was
heavy fighting on Wannsee as two battalions
from the 1st East German stru ggled to subdue the police company holding out amid the
rubbJed buildings at the Eastern end of the
island (3113) . The police were fighting hard,
but were slowly being worn away.
The rest of the 1st East Germa"rl threw
itself against the line in Nikolasse and
Schonov.'. With air support, three battalions
attacked the 2/6, which held fairly easily in
its barracks (3012). The milit.ary police, a few
kilometers to the east (2812), were not so
lucky, however. Not prepared for the weight
of t.he East German assault, [he uni [crumbled,
although it did manage to pick off almost an
el1lire battalion as it made its way through
the Duppel Forst (2912). With support from
the 34th Guards , two more battalions tried to
work their way across the Teltow, opposed
only by a company of police concealed
among the buildings along the canal (2410),
but their bridging attempts failed, and (hey
remained on the south bank as the sun set.
Along the Eastern sections of the
American line, the situation was less tense as
the 14th Guards seemed conten t to simply
probe the strong American line. A fev.,' patrol
conflicts broke out, but there was very little
fighting of consequence . The 14th Guards
moved up to face the American line, but their
commanding ofricer was unable to procure

enough artillery support to make a major
assault against the American positions
worthwhile.
Once the Warsaw Pact forc es had begun
the assault in earnest, there was very little
strategy to the NATO defense. NATO forces
were LOO scarce to save any as reserves, and
once a unit entered combat, it was usually
engaged to stay. Consequently, other than a
few artillery formations, the only defending
units which were not yet committed were a
few police companies being organized in the
center of the city and the U.S . Labor Guards
Service and Support Battle Group, both
paramilitary formations .
Lines held during the afternoon along
all flanks , but in the south the line of police
along the border (2512, 2510,2210) was forced
to pull back a few kilometers after the collapse of the U.S. MP unit. The 216 was (rapped
almost two kilometers behind the newlyform ed line, but maintaining contact with its
barracks (3012) and defending heavily rubbled
ground, the 2/ 6 managed to survive with
very few losses .
In the British Zone of the city, the Welsh
Guards took up a position in thc Gatower
Heide (3019) as the fight ing over Gat ow COlltinued. The Green Howards and the 1st battalion of the Paratroop Regiment were
engaged against massed battalions of the
19th and 6th Guards, but their lines around
Staaken (2823) and the southern fringes of
Berliner Forst Spandau (2528) were unbroken, although the paratroops were forced
[0 pull back about a kilometer to keep from
being flanked . T he fighting around Gatow
continued as dusk approached, with the
Royal Anglians rapidly failing under heavy
Sov iet art illery fi re.
The French also continued to hold well
in most places, although the 46th was driven
back almost tWO kilometers (to 1428) from its
initial line.Y1]e French Recon stopped its
retreat from Fochjust north ofTegel Airfield
(1528), regrouped, and began to head north
as darkness fell. More police companies
streamed in to reinforce the line against the
intrusions from East Berlin. Soon there were
only three formations guarding the area
behind the French lines.

Game-Turn Three :
4-5 August. 2000-0400
As night fe ll on Berlin, the assault went
on with mounting ferocity. All around the city the defenders got no rest as Warsaw Pact
divisions moved in on all sides. Deprived of
air support by the cover of night, the attackers were less effective in open combat .
On the other hand, NATO was harder put to
prevent infiltration because of reduced
visibility.
In the north, the 6th Guards tried to
take advantage of the disorganization of the
hastily regrouped French Recon (1728) to slip
through the thin French line. The Recon
was alert enough to detect the move,
however, and two Soviet battalions were
repu lsed with severe casualties. At the northern tip of the Tegeler See (1730), the 6th
Guards committed a regiment to destroy a
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heavily fortified police unit which, cut off
'from supplies and the rest of the French
Zone, was Quickly extinguished.
[n the north of the British Zone, the
fighting sp read in the dark, with individual
battalions from the 19th attacking police
companies along the Western line (2825,
2827) and a third attacking the Green
Howards (2724), who were defending the
southern flank of the British position in
Spandau. JUSt north, the three battalio ns
t ha t the 6th Guards had sen t to aid the 19th
concentrated on the 1st battali on of the
Paratroop Regimelll, which gave way under
the assault and fe ll back into Neustadt
(2527), allowing the northern end of the
police line to the west (2827) to be su rround ed by the advancing Soviets.
As the night wore on, the fighting
around Galaw became more desperate .
C aught by the collapse of RSDG to the
south, the Royal Anglians .(3318) had come
under attack from all sides . Out of ammunition and beset by four battalions, the
Anglians were simply squeezed until {hey fell
a little aftcr midnigh t. All but the easternmost edges o f Gatow was now under the control of the 19th and, so uth of Spandau, only
the Welsh Guards (3019) and a fcw poli ce
companies guarded the west bank of the
Havel.
On Wannsee, the remnallls of two battalions of the 1st East German made quick
work of what remained of the police company holding the island and, by' shortly after
midnight, the battalions were preparing to
cross Gross Wannsee. Just as they approached
the bridge across the inlet (301 2 , 3113),
however, it was blown Oul by engineers from
the 2nd of the 6th, surrounded with its back
to the lake (3012). The 2nd of the 6th held
out surprisingly well during t he night , showing the East Germans that four-to-one superiority in numbers was not enough against
well-trained troops. Artillery rained down
from lhe 34th Guards, bu t as buildings were
destr oyed they only became easier for the
2nd of the 6th to defend.
In Mariendor f and Britz, the 14t h
Guards cont inued only to probe ",.'jthout major attacks. A few units attempted to sneak
down side streets to· cut in behind the
American line , but the 4th o f the 6th caugh t
them in an ambush and turned their attack
i,nto a rout. Fighting erupted shortly after
midnight when the Special Forces Detac hment engaged a regiment from the 14th
Guards as they approached the Tellow from
the South (0911). Disoriented in the
darkness, the Soviets took heav y losses
before retiring. One battalion of the 14th
tried to infil trate through the subways in
Britz (0711) while the Special Forces wcre
engaged, but the y were stopped by a company of police who destroyed the tunnels,
trapping themselves to hold the SOviets. In
fierce fighting along the narrow subway, the
police took down almost half of the ba ttalio n
before succumbing.
All around the city, ATO's lines remained fairly firm, shi fting a few kilomeiers
here and there, but maintaining a constant

fronl against the attackers. The Warsa"i
Pact's great superiority in numbers and
firepower was daunting, but less effective
because of the difficulty of the terrain. The
assaulting forces were being slowly drained
and, by dawn on the 5th, their losses
amounted to almost a division as they tried to
dislodge the stubborn defenders. NATO
forces were also weakening, but they were
steadier than had been expected.
Soon after nightfall, the French had
pulled bad to positions just a few kilometers
North of Tegel Ai rfield, but for the rest of
the night they fought hard and kept the oth
Guards from advancing across their line
(1628-1427 -1 227). The II th Armored began
to take heavy losses among its vehicles, but
held in position at the Eastern edge of the
French line (1227).
Over in Spa ndau, the Green Howards
made a desperate attempt to salvage th e
situation in the South of the zone and
perhaps save what remained of the Royal
Anglians in Gataw. Disengaging from the
battalion that was pressing against it, the
Howards crossed the border into East Ge rmany. They were stopped just across the
border and were repulsed (back to 2823), but
two battalions from the 19th were also forced
to withdraw from the attack to stop their advance. The Welsh Guards pulled back to defend the Wes t bank of the Havel (2819) and
prepared to withdraw across it as soon as the
fighting ended south of Gataw, now defended solely by a police company (3216) .
On the Southern front the 2nd of the 6th
continued to hold against almost half a division. The Labor Guards Servi.;;e , one of the
last reserve units in the American zone, moved
lO cover ihe Schwanenwerder (3015) just
across from Wannsee, a position now threatened by the plight of the 2nd of the 6th and
by the fall of Wannsee across the water.

Game-Turn Four:
5 August, 0400-1200
Early on the morning of the 5th, the
103rd Guards Airborne was comm itted to
the attack o n Berlin, and by a few hours after
dawn the transport planes were buzzing over
lhe American zo ne. The entire division dropped
behind the front, cutting orr the western seclio n of the American linc. One regiment
dropped in the Berliner Forst Grunewald.
Tw o battalions landed safely (2816 and 2615)
amid the trees, but the third was blown
across the Krumme Lanke directly over a
company of police (2415) who chopped them
out of th e sky before they had a cllance to
land. The 2nd of the 6th had managed to
repuise the I st East German 's assault and
had pulled back to rejoin th e rest of the line
at the tip of the forest (2814), but the drop
now surro unded it again, along with the
Labor Guard Service (2915) and two police
companies (2613, 2412). Pressed by the 1st
East German and unable to retreat because
of the [03rd Guards , the two police com·
panies disintegrated, leaving the two American formations isolated .
Another regiment of the l03rd Guards
dropped arou nd the American H ig h Commission (2316, 2213,2215). The third regi-

ment dropped around the crossings south of
McNair Barracks (I81 1,2011,2012). One of
the battalions ran into trouble on the descent
over the barracks as it came down near a
police company's reserve station (2013), but
all of the other battalions landed with most
of their personal and equipment still intact .
The American forces in Lichterfelde
were being hemmed in as the 14th Guards
opened up their first major offensive in the
south, using almost all the airpower allocated
to the assault and abou t half the firepower of
the 34th Guards to mop up the American line
before it could withdraw behind the Teltow.
The 3rd of the 6th was effectively destroyed
along with a supporting police company, but
the 4th of the 6th, the 40th Armored, and
another police formation managed to pull
back across the canal. Trying to prevent the
retreat, the 14th Guards lost almost half a
regiment in risky maneuvers across open
ground. Nevertheless, by noon the entire
American zone was under Warsaw Pact control, except for the area around Tempelhof
Airfield, the southern tip of the 6erliner
Forst Gru newald, and th ree pock ets (2312,
2111, and 1409) held by surrounded police
formations along what had been the American line.
In the French sector, things were looking equally bad . The 11th Armored was
pushed back almost two kilometers through
Reinikendorf to th e edge of Tegel Airfield
(1426). The French Recon Company and the
46th Meeh held the line to the north of the
runways (1527 , 1828), but took heavy losses
to stem an attack by three battalions of the
6th Guards. A police company collapsed on
the eastern flank, a nd a fo rmation from East
Berlin came through the hole in the line into
Wedding, harassing the French rear area and
moving to cut off another police company to
the north . West of the French line, a battalion from the 6th Guards crossed the
Tegeler See, and by midday they were
prevented from reaching Tegel only by one
company of police that had been assigned to
guard the lake's southern bank (2027). Low
on supplies after the fall of Foch barracks,
the French position in Tegcl wavered as its
tlanks gave in.
In the north, the eastern flank of the
French line held firm against an attack by
East Berlin border police, called in to assist in
the assault . All along the Wall, from the
French sec tor down to just east of
Templehof, the borders were unde r attack
from East. Berlin. Nearly ten companies of
West Berlin police had stayed on duty along
the Wall, so the East Berlin police were
unable to infiltra te lhe city, but the police
companies guarding the Wall meant that
many fewer reserves available to aid in the
more critical fighting in other areas of the city.
Across the Havel, the British were pushed
back into their barracks in Spandau. Only
half the ma npower of the original twO
regiments that had been sent to attack Spandau remained , but the British had also suffered greatly in their tough defense. Weakened
by long range rockets fro m the 34th, they
were forced to give ground until they had
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American Zone AfterParadrop: Game-Turn 4

their backs to the Havel. Without the British
along the line, the two police companies that
had been holding East of Staaken (2727,
2725) fell, leaving the decimated British
alone in Spandau (Green Howards, 2628;
Paratroop Regiment 2625). In the south of
the British zone, the Welsh Guards launched
a delaying action to prevent the 19[h from
crossing the Havel, but when the last NATO
forces in Gatow fell and nearly four battalions began to concentrate against them,
the Guards crossed the lake, along with a
police company that had remained on the
west bank, to defend from across the water.

Game-Turn Five:
5 August, 1200
The morning of the 5th had been
disastrous for NATO, and the afternoon
continued to wear away their defense. In the
north, the French were all but routed as supplies wore thin in Tegel. The French defense
continued- to weaken until the line collapsed
in mid-afternoon, when the 11 th Armore d
was surrounded and destroyed at the ~astern
edge of the airfield. The French RecoIl and
the 46th retreated quickly to positions just
north of the Hohenzollernkanal (1324,
1726), but both lost almost a quarter of their
remaining strength trying to delay the Soviet
capture of Tegel. T he airfield was quickly
captured anyway, but the 6th had IO sacrifice
a number of troops to bring down the French
holed up in the lunferriherde, just north of
the runways. All the remaining personnel in
Tegel and Wedding prepared to cross the
canal into the industrial sector north of the
Spree as night began to fall.
The Bri tish continued to hold out in
Spanda u, inflicting heavy casualties on the;
19t h and 6th Guards w hcn they tried to dislodge them from their barracks. The
Paratroop Regiment began IO crack under
the pressure from the 6th Guards as the sun
set, however, and the Green Howards
prepared to bring the last survivors on the
west bank across the Havel in the event the
Paralroop regiment collapsed completely.
Along t he southern front, a makeshift
line was formed in front of the 103rd Guards
drop, constructed of American forces that
had managed to pull back behind the
paratroops and police that had come down
from the center of the city. The SuppOrt Battle Group (2116) and the U.S . Headquarlers
(2317) held the Grunewald section of the line,
along with a police company (2717). Along
the north bank of the Teltow, [he 4th of the
6th (1314), the 40th Armored (16 13), and the
Special forces Detachment (1013) tried to
hold the crossings with the aid of a couple of
police detachments (1814, 0813). All the artillery NATO had in thearea concentrated on
the POL dumps south of the Teltow (l411,
1412, 1512) and by mid-afternoon flames
were raging on a two kilomete r front along
the canal. Th e 14th Guards continued to
press north, putting pressure on the 40th Armored and especially on the Special Forces
Detachment guarding the southern flank of
Templehof. One battalion crossed inlO
Neu koln on an undes[TOyed bridge along
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Damm Hermann, and with more than two
other battalions attacking across the canal
they tried to crack the Special Forces. The
unit held, however, and drove the battalions
back into Britz.
Further to the West, the I03rd Guards
threw themselves at the newly-formed line
just North of their drop zones, attempting to
disrupt the defense before it could be properly organized. A police company was
destroyed south of the Grunwaldsee, but
elsewhere the comparatively lightly armed
paratroops found the line better prepared
than they had expected. The 103rd sustained
horrendous losses in fruitless assaults against
the U.S . HQ and the police company guarding the autobahn through the Grunewald.
Behind the main fighting in the south,
the 1st East German battled to do away with
the pockets that had formed after the
paratroops had dropped. Four battalions
dealt with twO companies' of police (23 I 2,
2111) near the U.S. barracks north of the
Teltow. The companies were cut off and expending ammunition quickly, and when
shells from the 34th Guards began raining
down, they had no alternative but to surrender. South of the Grunewald, five burntout battalions from the 1st East German,
totalling perhaps a weak regiment in
strength, attacked the Labor Guard Service
and the 2nd of the 6th. The former (2915)
had already sustained heavy losses and was
quickly forced to surrender, bu[ the 2nd of
the 6th (2814) was still fighting well, despite
having been in the thick of combat for more
than thirty hours. Ammunition began running short, but the unit held out and took
Situation in the North: Game-Turn 6

down tank after tank across the Schlachtensee. As night was falling, the unit remained
alive more than five kilometers away from
the nearest friendly unit. Another unit, a
police company, was a.Jsoholed up behind
the lines after the drop (1810), but two battalions from the 14th Guards pushed it back
toward the. Teltow, and it went too close to a
PO L dump by the water (1211). As fire from
the 34th Guards less than five kilometers
away bracketed the company, shells impacted among the fuel tanks and the unit was
caught in a firestQrm .
By nightfall on the second day of the
assault, the situation seemed very dim for the
defenders. Every flank had been pushed in,
and Warsaw Pact forces controlled the outskirts of the city. The attacking troops had
weakened almost as fast as the defenders,
however, and the garrison stood resolute in
the knowledge that if they could hold out for
a few more . days, the tremendously costly
assault might be discontinued. The Garrison
Commander sen t word to NATO High Command in the West that one brigade's worth of
reinforcements might. save the city, but it was
decided that the airspace along the corridor
to Berlin was too insecure for such a
maneuver.

Game-Turn Six:
5-6 August, 2000-0400
During the night, the attack closed in on
all sides. The Frem;h were all but wiped out
as they attempted to withdraw across the
Hohenzollern. The 6th Guards pressed them
into the canal as rockets from the 34th
Guards rained down around them. The

French artillery crossed the canal before the
6th Guards' offensive began to take hold,
but Secteur Francais and the 46th were
massacred before they could follow. Most of
the bridges across the canal were blown as the
Soviets approached, but as soon as the 6th
Guards reached the canal, engineer . units
began to .throw pontoons across. By shortly
after midnight, the 6th Guards had almost
two battalions moving toward the Spree,
defended only by the French artillery (1721)
and a few police companies that had
withdrawn from the north several hours
earlier (1922, 2023).
Just as night became early morning, the
west banks of the Havel fell to the 19th. The
Green Howards collapsed under-the pressure
of two days' constant combat, and the
Paratroop Regiment disintegrated under
heavy artillery bombardment. The destruction of the two units came so quickly that
detachments from the 19th were able to
secure the bridges across the Havel (2424/2525,
2425/2426) before they could be blown and, a
few hours before dawn, almost four battalions were across the lake, pushing east
toward the Charlottenburg. Further south,
the Welsh Guards (2719) strove desperately
to keep two battalions of the 19th from crossing on pontoons, but pressure hom the 103rd
Guards to the South (2618,2718) soon forced
the unit back away from the water and allowed
the battalions to cross.
The rest of the southern front held
relatively well during the night, although the
line was drained by the necessity of sending
troops north to defend the Spree. The l03rd
and 14th Guards engaged almost the entire
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line, but they themselves were tired from the
long fight, and pressed the engagements with
limited enthusiasm. South of Tempelhof,
however, the 14th recrossed the Teltow and
drove the Special Forces Detachment almost
back onto the runways of the airfield before

THE COURSE OF THE GAME
Berlin '85 is a battalion-level game
dealing with a hypothetical assault on the
isolated enclave of West Berlin in the first
few days of a conventional war between
the Warsaw Pact and the NATO Alliance.
The game scale is one kilometer per hex
and 8 hours per Game-Turn. Three
scenarios are provided; Unity (a surprise
attack by the Pact); Werewolf (an attack
after a period of tension); and Medicine
Wheel (NATO sortie within the context of
a Warsaw Pact policy of masking rather
than assaulting the city).
The basic game system is the
venerable Modern Battles Quad system,
but Berlin '85 adds many new concepts
and significantly alters many old concepts
from that series of games. Special rules
for urbanized terrain, the use of subways,
fire storms, gas warfare, rubble, police,
supply and airpower are included . The
following paragraphs describe the course
of play.
At the beginning of each GameTurn, the Warsaw Pact Player has thc option of asking the garrison to surrender.
Thc chances of surrender are governed by
the game's morale system which incorporates the capture of terrain objectives and
the losses taken and intlicted by the \Varsaw Paet Player in to a numerical formula.
Surrender Points are accumulated according to this formula, and the results of a
dice roll are cross-indexed with the current Surrender Point Level on the
"H onors of War" Table to find a resul.l.
A surrender reques t can result in the request being granted, in a morale effec t
(expressed as a shift for one side or the
o ther in the Combat Ratio column for attacks during that Turn), or in a Cease Fire
(in which event the entire Game-Turn is
skipped).
After any surrender offer has been
made, provided a Cease Fire has not
resulted , the NATO Player may attempt
to gain Emergency Reinforcements by
rolling on the NATO Emergency Reinforcement Table. Possible reinforcements
include half a dozen to a dozen Air
Ground Support Points and/or t.he iO
lagerbrigade.
After surrender and reinforcements
have been checked for, the v"arsaw Pact

the formation rallied and broke their advance. All along the Teltow, the Soviets
crossed with the darkness, and although
most were pressed back by the 40th Armored
and the 4th of the 6th, several battalions were
established on the North bank by dawn.

Player checks supply and moves any of
his units he chooses to move . Units which
are out of supply (cannot trace a line of
supply to a Friendly map edge or airfield)
have their Movement Allowance halved.
Units may move in any direction(s) up to
the limit of their Movement Allowance,
but must stop upon moving into an
Enemy Zone of Control. Units may exit
Enemy Zones of Control only during
night Game-Turns. Zones of Control extend into all types of hexes except Urban
and Ruin hexes (representing the built up
areas of the city and those areas which
have been severely damaged by artillery,
respectively). Units may pay the full cost
to enter each type of terrain on the map or
may make use of roads, autobahns or
subways to hasten movement. During the
Warsaw Pact Player-Turn, the NATO
Player may interrupt movement to attempt demolition of bridges which Warsaw Pact units move next to.
After the Warsaw Pact Player has
moved all the units he chooses to move
that Turn, he may paradrop the uni ts of
the i03rd Guards airborne division on the
map. As the units of this division are
dropped, they are checked for scaller.
Units which scaller onto other units or into prohibited terrain (lakes, fires and
hexes contallllllg poison gas) are
destroyed. The scatter check is made by
rolling the dice and modifying the
resulting number according to the terrain
type into which the unit drops and the
proximity of Enemy units. The Survival
Table lists the possible results of the check
according to dice roll number.
When all movement and paradrops
have been completed, combat is executed.
Combat is mandatory for units in an
Enemy Zone of Control. The units involved in combat are identified and
Players may add the strengths of available
artillery or air units to each combat situation. Since the combat values of most
units are unknown at the start of the
game, most combats will involve a certain
amount of uncertainty at this point. Once
all combats have been announced, the
"untried" units arc turned over to reveal
their strengths and a Combat Differential
is calculated (anacker's strength minus
defender's strength). This differential is
adjusted for supply, morale, gas, and ter-

The last troops remaining in the pockets
in the Grunewald fell apart during the night,
and the 2nd of the 6th finally surrendered,
out of ammunition and with less than a third
of its original manpower still standing. Less
than a regiment of the 1st East German was

rain. A die is then rolled, and the resulting
number is indexed with the Combat Differential on the Combat Results Table to
produce a result for the combat. Results
include elimination or retreat of one or
more hexes by the losing side or exc.hange
(either even, or with one side losing
strength ani the other retreating). The
defender always retreats or takes losses
before the attacker. Units may mitigate
the results of combat by declaring "They
Shall Not Pass" (standing in the hex they
occupy instead of retreating, wi th a chance
that they will be destroyed) or by
retreating into an Urban hex and ceasing
their retreat therein.
After any combat involving large
numbers of artillery/air points, the Phasing Player checks for Collateral Damage.
The chance of damage depends upon the
amount of artillery/air firepower used
against the hex containing the defenders
and the terrain in that hex. Whenever
damage results, a ruin is placed in the hex,
making it easier to defend and harder to
move through. Hexes containing petroloil-lubricants (POL) can become deathtraps for units, since they produce fire
storms when they suffer damage. Units in
a hex su bject to this effect are destroyed.
The NATO Player then checks supply
and moves, conducts combat and checks
for damage in the same manner as the
Warsaw Pact Player. This sequence of
events is repeated for 16 Game-Turns or
until the city is occupied, surrenders or
the Warsaw Pact Player gives up.
In the Unity scenario depict.ed in this
article, the Warsaw Pact Player has six
divisions (four mechanized,including one
East German, a parachute division, and
an artillery division) and assorted police
battalions with which to reduce the city.
The NATO Player has one U.S., one
British, and one French brigade, plus 36
police companies and the units of the
USAE with which to prevent the fall of
the city. Victory is based upon the accumulation of Victory Points granted for
having units on the map when (not if) the
city falls. The number of Warsaw Pact
units on the map at this point is multiplied
by the VP multiple for the turn in which
the city falls. Points are subtracted from
the total for those turns in which NATO
has interdicted rail communications south ·
of Berlin . • •
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all that remained to complete the final mopup, however , and those troops were unable
to join the 103rd Guards in the north until
several hours after midnight, costing the
103rd heavy casualties in combat against the
U.S . Headquarters.
.
By the early morning, all that the garrison could do was to form a hedgehog and
hope that the Warsaw Pact offensive had
burned itself out. Templehof was still in
NATO hands, but what remained of the garrison now held only a small, slowly contracting area of the city, less than twenty by ten
kilometers. Berlin had not yet fallen, but it
seemed to have little time left.

Game-Turn Seven:
6 August, 0400-1200
The attack was at first pressed on the
morning of the 6th, but a few hours after
dawn the garrison was offered a ceasefire to
negotiate surrender terms. Troop movements
were prohibited in the ceasefire agreement,
and so forces on both sides gladly took the
opportunity to rest after two days of constant combat. Negotiations broke off around
noon, but the respite had bolstered the garrison' s spirits enough to keep them fighting
for a few mo re hours.

Game-Turn Eight:
6 August, 1200-2000
Despite the cease fire , the garrison was
still exhausted and almost completely unable
to provide an adequate defense, even given
their much-shrunken perimeter . The line
along the Spree in the North colla psed, and
in the south the Special Forces detachment
fin a lly went down under fire from the 14th
Guards. A s the 103rd swung East towards
Tempelhof through a hole in the line at
Schoneberg (1917), the lead elements of a
battalion of the 14th. Guards headed across
Tempelhof's runways toward the control
tower. The 4th of the 6th moved to keep
them off the northernmost sections of the
ai rfield, but another battalion which had
crossed the Teltow just after NATO had
abandoned the canal's defense came up
behind them and they were overwhelmed. In
the west, b its of the Welsh Guards clung to
the northeastern edges of the Grunewald
(22 19) as the """estern sectiQI1 of the defensive
perimeter was surrounded by combined
forces from the 19th, 1st East German, and
103rd Guards. By nightfall, what rema ined
of the ga rrison was pocketed, and the center
of the city wa s under Warsaw Pact control ,
from the Tiergarten to th e Charlottenburg.

Game-Turn Nine:
6-7 August, 2000-0100
With the fall of the city center,
de fenders knew that they had no chance to
recover. A few formations held out in a reas
scattered across the ci ty, but when a new surrender offer was made just after midnight,
the offer was accepted. T he city fell ear ly on
the morni ng of August 7, three days after th e
assault had begun . • •

Designer's Notes
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Balkans, at whose heart lies Yugoslavia. The
country stood astride Germany's line of
communications with its forces in Greece
and Crete. When the tide of war turned
against the Axis in the Mediterranean, Germany was constantly preoccupied with the
fear of an Allied landing on Yugoslavia's
Adriatic coast.
So, with the guerrilla war of necessity a
mili tary sideshow, the Germans were faced
with the problem of waging it as cheaply as
possible, but for big stakes. Militarily, the
units employed could be put to better use on
the major fight ing fronts. But strategically, a
quiescent Yugoslavia would take some of the
pressures off those fronts.
In the final analysis, what the Germans
do in the game will not win the big war going
on in the outside world. At best, the German
Player can duplicate what the Germans
historically did in Norway - surrender a
relatively intact force when hostilities cease
in 1945.
The guerrillas (in the game the brunt of
their fighting is done by the Partisans, so
mostly hereafter we'll refer to them as such)
must keep striking at the German war effort
while trying to build an army capable of
eventually taking the offensive against the
Axis. As we shall see, the first goal is a vital
precondition for ach ieving the second.
Operationally, the most striking factor
is the mountainous nature of the country and
its overriding effects on movement and combat. To the Partisans, the mountains, which
occupy 80010 of the country, were both friend
and foe. The mountains offered refuge, but
not sustinence. Thus, there is a compelling
need for the Partisans to come out of hiding
and attack to gain recruits, supplies, and selfconfidence.
From the Axis standpoint, it was vital in
the game to depict the general unwillingness
of their forces to prosecute an anti-guerrilla
war, and the devastating effects on the Partisans when the Axis occasionally got its act
together and moun ted large-scale antiguerrilla operations. Then, too, there were
the complications of Italy's surrender, wh ich
threw the weight of the campaign onto German shoulders , and the defection of theBulgarians, which suddenly confronted the
Germans with a well-armed enemy on
Yugoslavia's eastern frontier.
And, speaking of well-armed enemies,
there were, of course, t.he Soviets. Their appearance late in the game turns what had
been a search-and-destroy campaign into a
war with defined front lines. How heavily the
Partisans rely on Soviet support determines
how heavily they will be dominated by
Moscow after the war. In game terms, too
many Soviets helping for too long can be a
mixed blessing.
T hen there is TilO himself. His leadership role cannot be underestimated . His
presence or absence from the scene had a
heavy bearing on the Partisan cause.
T he Chetniks are a pestiferous lot who
can change sides at the roll of a die. They
eventually are doomed to extinction by their

own duplicity. But while they are around, the
Chetniks exert a not insignificant influence
on the course of events.
Each of the 17 Game-Turns is three
months, except for the final one, which includes April and May, 1945. The map depicts
all of pre-war Yugoslavia and most of
Albania . Units range in size from battalions,
or battalion-sized guerrilla cadres, to Soviet
corps . On average, though, Tito is a brigadedivision leve.1game . Most of the 200 counters
wiII be back-primed, so more than 300 indi vidual units will be represented.
The game uses several new techniques
which add up to a brand-new system . The
map was originally designed for traditional
hex-movement.
However,
preliminary
play testing led Brad Hessel and Joe Balkoski
to redraft it to provide for a slightly
abstracted movement system based on key
geo-military objectives in the occupation
zones . This should make for smoother playmechanics while retaining the realism of
movement.
W ithin the framework of their limited
mobility (most Partisan movement was on
foot), the Partisans may enter most occupation zones after mid-1941. Axis forces are
locked into their respective occupation zones
until their operational situation worsens as a
result of initial Partisan successes. All told,
there are 14 such zones in the game. Some are
subdivisions of historical zones, while others
represent annexed territory, such as Istria,
where Partisan resistance was strong even
though technically the fighting was taking
place outside Yugoslavia.
In each zone there are displays depicting
the location, surrounding terrain , and
military value of objectives such as cities ,
towns and mines. Certain zones a lso contain
displays of the trunk railway (the route of the
peacetime Orient Express) over which Germany shipped strategic materials home and
supported her forces in Greece and Crete .
The Partisans may attempt to dislodge
Axis forces from these sites, or they may
assume a less aggressive stance in the virtually inaccessible mountains, which have their
own display in each zone.
Partisans are less vulnerable to Axis
forces in the mountains, but they do little or
no harm to their enemies while there. They
can only be attacked there by pre-planned
ant i-guerrilla operations . Sueh operations,
which can also be launched in other types of
terrain, can be very effective, for any combat
conducted during them gives the Axis a
favorable two-column shift on the Combat
Results Table . However, the Axis Player
must correctly anticipate where main Partisan forces will be; the operations are plaJU1ed
before Partisan movement but executed
afterward . Axis forces not earmarked for
such efforts may engage in normal combat
after the operations are over. Therefore, it is
possible for certain Partisan units to be attacked twice in the same Game-Turn.
Partisans must strike at geographical
objectives, for it is the only way their
rebellion will gather steam . After the appearance of a handful of Partisan units in
{con tinued On puge 30/

